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ABSTRACT 

 

Martapura River is natural and cultural heritage as pride symbol of 

Banjarmasin. It became activities’ center for Banjar people. Domestic waste 

of people activities brought problems of the river pollution and contamination 

of waste recently. Tripikon-S is a government effort to overcome the river 

from E-coli bacteria. It functions as septic tank which especially designed for 

slue and dense settlement area. This study investigated E-coli decomposition 

on Tripikon-S. Laboratory tests were done to examine samples. The samples 

was taken randomly and categorized into three groups. Group I wasTripikon-S 

used by 5 persons, group II used by 4 persons, and group III used by 3 

persons. Tripikon-S has been able to decompose E coli about 70-90%. There 

were different results of waste which was not cultivated by Tripikon-S for 

each group. Group I recorded uncultivated waste about 22%, it was 18.64% 

for group II and 9.69% for group III. This uncultivated waste discharged to 

the river. It can be concluded that Tripikon- S has been able to reduce e-coli 

contamination although it wasleft the residue on the outlet and it doesn’t 

necessary to be throw on the Martapura River. 
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Introduction 

Sanitation, culture and behavior of riverine people of Martapura have been brought 

serious problem of E coli waste for the river as water resource of Banjarmasin. The 

water of Martapura River has been changed being feculent and dirty. This condition 
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was caused by riverine people activities. Domestic household waste divided into two 

which are black and grey water. Black water is household waste which produced by 

human itself such as urine and feces. Grey water is household waste from bathing and 

washing activities. Black waste brings bacteria contaminations on the water and grey 

waste brings chemically waste such as detergent and other things. Sugiharto (2008) 

stated that black waste such as faces and urine could be cultivated by standard or 

modified septic tank, whereas the grey waste must be managed by modified septic 

tank. Modified septic tank is suggested because the disposal of modified septic tank 

considered better than standard septic tank that need soil filtration as media. Tripikon-

S proposed to be a solution for slue and dense settlement area. It has major function to 

reduce faces and e-coli bacteria contamination to the river. Tripikon-S efficiency 

needs to be tested to know the effectiveness in controlling e-coli bacteria. 

 

E coli that contaminate river because of floating sanitation have become serious 

problem. It indicated to spread the infection of pathogen bacteria. E coli or Coliform 

is one parameter of water quality through microbiologically water degree test. E coli 

contamination indicated that the water has been contaminated by faces and urine. In 

other word, the water quality is better along with smaller or even free e coli in the 

water. This study purposed to know and analyze the Tripikon-S efficiency as septic 

tank to reduce E coli which has been contaminated Martapura River. 

 

 

Methodology 

This study proposed a quantitative research with a design of case study series. The 

tests conducted in Health Laboratory of Kalimantan Selatan. Most Probable Number 

method proposed to test coliform containing in the samples. The samples were water 

from the water of each pipes of Tripikon-S which consisted of three stations as shown 

on the figure 1. It divided into three groups based on the user number. Group I was 

used by 5 persons for a Tripikon-S, group II was used by 4 persons and group III was 

used by 3 persons only. 

The sample of water was taken in three spots on Tripikon-S which were: 

1) Station 1, small pipe or pipe 1(input) is the part where faces waste and e coli 

entered. 

2) Station 2, medium pipe or pipe 2 is the part where the aerobe process taken 

place. 

3) Station 3, large pipe or pipe 3 (output)is the part where the anaerobe process 

taken place and overflow. 
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Figure 1: Tripikon-S design 

 

 

Samples were taken 4 times which were 0 day, third days, sixth days, and ninth days. 

It was taken twice each day in the morning and afternoon. Primary data analysis 

conducted by analyzing the laboratory test data and observations of the Tripikon-S 

physically. The laboratory tests were conducted in Health Laboratory of Kalimantan 

Selatan. 

 

 

Result and Discussion 

Tripikon designed as a closet which connected to a cylindrically tank system that 

functioned as a septic tank. Selitung and Malamassam (2011) mentioned that 

management of liquid waste in the dense settlement facing obstacles in building 

horizontal septic tank which commonly used to manage domestic liquid waste. The 

obstacles in building horizontal septic tank were narrow space in dense settlement and 

puddle came because of higher groundwater. Tripikon-S installation consisted of three 

size of concentric pipe which were small, medium and large pipe. 

The concept of Tripikon-S works as traditional or horizontal septic tank, yet Tripikon-

S designed and created for slue and watery area such as lake and river. Tripikon-S had 

three decomposing pipes to cultivate waste. Solid and liquid waste which entered into 

small pipe would decompose on the medium pipe. Aerobe process taken place in the 

above part of medium pipe, the middle part was a trajectory space and the anaerobe 

process taken place in the bottom part of this medium pipe. Waste decomposed being 
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gas, water and mineral mud in the trajectory space. Decomposing process needed 

approximately three days. 

The small pipe located in the center of Tripikon-S tube which had diameter about 5 

cm. This pipe connected to water closet. Medium pipe attached to the small pipe with 

the diameter about 15-25 cm. decomposing process taken place in this pipe. Waste 

decomposition taken place in this medium pipe. The medium pipe pierced with the 

diameter about 1 cm in the bottom side which was about 10-20 cm from the bottom 

for waterway. The bottom tip was cracked about 1-2 cm around the pipe to drain the 

faces mud. The outermost or large pipe with the diameter about 20-30 cm was 

vaporizer pipe. Minimum height of large pipe was 1 meter. Minimum gap between 

medium and large pipe was 2 cm and it should keep in the air or above water when 

the water gets tide. Limited space becomes important consideration to choose the 

waste management system. 

Laboratory test conducted to measure the water contamination degree by e coli 

bacteria. The indicator was coliform/ fecal coli/ Escherichia coli or E coli that 

originated from faces. The presence of e coli in water indicated that the water has 

been contaminated by faces which possibly containing pathogen of intestine. The test 

of first station indicated high e coli contamination. It was because the first station was 

connected directly with the water closet. Most Probable Number (MPN) method 

carried out to test the water quality. This method is able to detect e coli in low 

amount. Figure 2 shows the tests of e coli in all station. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Coliform total of the waste at three stations for each group from the 0 to 9th 

day 
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Figure 2 illustrated that there was large difference between station 1 and 3 of Tripikon 

S for each group. Tripikon-S was able to conducted decomposing process of the waste 

and e coli reduced significantly although it didn’t meet the minimum waste value. 

Tripikon-H outlet (Noor, 2011) recorded e coli about 210.000 MPN/ 100 ml. These 

results explained that Tripikon type S and H were not able to optimally sanitize e coli 

in the disposal media directly. The minimum limit of e coli have to fulfill the grade 1 

which means that e coli must be 0/100 ml when the water residue of Tripikon-S outlet 

thrown out to the river. The requisite of 0/100 ml determined because the river water 

used for consumption water for people. 

Martapura River was a susceptible media towards the microorganism waste or 

domestic waste because has been contaminated by faces from septic tank (Tripikon-S) 

which installed in the riverine settlement along Martapura River. The e coli which 

containing on the river derived from the outlet of Tripikon-S and contributed in river 

contamination, otherwise Martapura River are the water resource for Banjarmasin 

city. Tripikon-S has been able to decompose the waste up to 90% but it was not fully 

sanitized e coli 100%. Proper septic tank must be able to decompose and minimize the 

waste more than 70% from the water. The efficiency of Tripikon-S to reduce e coli 

can be calculated by following formula: 

 

𝐸 =  
𝐶 𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 − 𝐶 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑡

𝐶 𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡
× 100% 

 

Where E is Efficiency and C is coefficient 
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Figure 3: Tripikon-S efficiency to decompose e coli for Group I, II, and III 
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The efficiency of Tripikon-S of this study can be seen in the figure 3. Tripikon-S was 

able to reduce E coli through decomposing process of aerobe and anaerobe within. It 

reduced contamination approximately 78.25% for group I, 81.36% for group II and 

90.31% for group III. The best result of decomposing waste process was group III 

because of principle of volume criteria which mean that Tripikon-S met the suitable 

balance of the waste volume and the users according to the Tripikon design. 

The aerobe and anaerobe process met satisfactory results by reducing over than 70% 

of E coli in the station 2 and 3 of Tripikon-S. Laboratory tests recorded reducing 

percentage between 70-90% in all group of user in this study. These results have 

actually attained high efficiency of Tripikon-S in decomposing waste or reducing e 

coli contamination. However, rest discharged and contaminated Martapura River. 

This condition which caused water of the riverdoesn’t meet yet the minimum 

requirement of health water standard since Martapura River is the major resource for 

water consumption for people in Bajarmasin. 

On-site system liquid waste management using Tripikon-S does not fulfill 

environmental health standard to manage liquid domestic waste in Sungai Bilu 

district, Banjarmasin. Advanced cultivation of the outlet station is needed to minimize 

e coli contamination on the Martapura River and to fulfill the health water standard. 

 

 

Conclusion 

Tripikon-S became appropriate solution of sanitation for slue and watery area, 

because it decomposed e coli over than 90% through aerobe and anaerobe processes. 

However the rest of E coli contaminated the Matapura River from the outlet or station 

3 of Tripikon-S. The residue amount doesn’t meet the standard minimum of liquid 

waste. It needs advance evaluation and control the Tripikon-S effectiveness by the 

authorities periodically. Advanced cultivation system is also suggested to meet health 

water standard. 
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